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1. Abstract  
 
The increasing popularity of the BioBanking scheme in NSW, in order to balance the biodiversity 
losses caused from urban development with equivalent offsets implemented elsewhere, has recently 
stirred a controversy in NSW. This has left everyone questioning whether the concept of BioBanking 
biodiversity offsets is useful and effective, and if not, what more NSW needs to do in that regard. In 
search of the answer to this question, this thesis investigates the shortfalls in the current NSW 
scheme and suggests ways to improve that. It does so by drawing inspiration from other national 
and international offset policies. The thesis reviews NSW infrastructure project- NorthConnex’s 
BioBanking plan, to address the shortfalls.  The thesis digs deep into the issues of uncertainty, risk, 
longevity, time lag, efficiency and equivalency, surrounding the offset program. Understanding and 
resolving these issues are essential for safeguarding NSW’s biodiversity.  It then proceeds to provide 
relevant examples of how different national and international projects deal with the present 
shortcomings. After reviewing the information, the paper goes on to provide suggestions on 








2. Introduction: Biodiversity & Biodiversity offsets  
 
2.1. Biodiversity  
 
Biodiversity is defined by its living organisms, including terrestrial and marine organisms including all 
species that make-up the ecosystem and the interrelationships within ecosystems (GreenFacts, 
2015). The European Union defines biodiversity infrastructure as a combination of natural and semi 
natural areas in relation with other environmental features that have been designed to play 
different roles in the ecosystem  (European Commision, 2013). An earth summit conducted by the 
United Nations in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 focused on recognising the importance of biodiversity. This 
was seen as a positive step in biodiversity conservation, as government leaders from 150 different 
countries, including Australia, signed and agreed upon, ‘The convention of biological diversity’. This 
agreement aimed at defining the key terms relating to biodiversity, and actions provided to support 
sustainable development (The Convention on Biological Diversity, 2006). Australia’s ‘National 
Strategy for Biodiversity’ uses the United Nations definition of biological diversity, that is; 
“the variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and 
other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity 
within species, between species and of ecosystems”  (The Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992, 
article 2). 
More than 500,000 endemic species are found in Australia (Landford, 2016). In spite of being a 
developed nation, with low population density and a strong economy, Australia has inadequate 
funds and resources to sustain its endangered biodiversity (Parliament of Australia, 2013). According 
to the Commonwealth Government of Australia report in 2011, Australia is a home to the most 
number of endangered plants and mammals. These species face threat mainly from human activity, 
such as land clearance and invasion of natural habitats belonging to endangered species, and global 
issues of climate change. According to a paper by Woinarski et.al (2015), this Australia faces the 
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highest rate of extinction of flora and fauna, as a result of clearance, compared to any other country 
or continent. This has led to the development of strong legislations in order to minimise the loss of 
biodiversity, especially caused by human activity.  
A review of the State Land and Tree Study (SLATS) data from 1988 to 2013 shows that approximately 
1 million hectares of woody vegetation had been cleared in NSW (Queensland Government, 2018). 
Previously, the clearing of shrub lands and grasslands, and in some cases also open woodlands, have 
not been properly reported (Archer et al.,  2017). Reporting any clearing to the OHS (Occupational 
Health and Safety) department is one way of curtailing the rate of biodiversity loss.  
Some of legislation that occurs in NSW regarding biodiversity protection includes; 
• The 1995 Threatened Species Conservation Act 
• The 1974 National park and Wildlife Act  
• The 2993 Native Vegetation Act  
• The 1987 Wilderness Act  
• The 1997 Marine Parks Act  
• The 1993 Noxious Week Act 
• The 1989 Rural Land Protection Act.  
• The 1979 Environmental planning and Assessment Act  
• 1989 Crown’s Land Act 
On an international scale, it has been noted that the loss of biodiversity and native vegetation has 
been and is currently taking place at an unprecedented rate, mainly as a result of growth of use of 
land, for human activities (Kumar, 1999). In order to combat this problem, infrastructure companies 
use biodiversity offset strategies to conserve the environment. 
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2.2. Biodiversity offsets  
 
Biodiversity offsets are also recognised as set-aside mitigation banks (Gibbons and Lindenmayer, 
2007). These compensatory habitats can be seen as market based voluntary activities of 
conservation that aim at offering offset options for unavoidable biodiversity damage caused as a 
result of development. They cannot be used as compensation for insufficient management of the 
environment, but rather as additions to the projects; after all environmental protection mitigation 
have been exhausted (Wotherspoon and Burgin, 2009). The biodiversity banking system is a 
mechanism that allows landowners to earn income via conservation and management of land. It is a 
market-based system that assesses biodiversity processes in order to develop a ‘credible and 
rigorous counterbalance’ scheme (Wotherspoon and Burgin, 2009). 
As a result of extensive urbanization in New South Wales, new laws have been formulated in order 
to offset the loss of biodiversity. The ecologist acts as an intermediary between landowners, 
governments, developers and the legal system that is interested in trading biodiversity credits. It is 
important that biodiversity offset programs are not primarily set to counterbalance poor 
environmental management but are in addition to other existing measures set in order to decrease 
environmental loss.  
The legislation that was recently passed by the New South Wales government (Threatened Species 
Conservation Amendment Bill 2006), lays down another mechanism that addresses loss of 
biodiversity. This law permits negotiations for biodiversity set asides (DEC, 2006). The legislation was 
passed to highlight clearing of indigenous vegetation to create room for urbanization and the effects 
it has on biodiversity resources such as endangered species. Biodiversity credits can be generated by 
land owners if they guard biodiversity values on their premises. Later, these credits can be sold to 
counterbalance effects of biodiversity values with human activities. Afterwards, urbanization can 
continue if the right balance is struck (DEC, 2006b). 
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The office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) had developed 13 main principles in order to guide 
the biodiversity offsets in NSW (Office of Environment and Heritage 2016). The principles talk about 
the standards and regulations that need to be followed in order to ensure that offset programs are 
effective. According to the OEH, new measures have been put into place, this was done in order to 
combat the poor growth and to encourage bio-banking in New South Wales. The OEH acknowledges 
that bio-banking holds various opportunities for landowners, government, assessment practitioners, 
developers, and biodiversity offset programs. Irrespective of these, various challenges and 
misconceptions have prevented faster growth of the field of BioBanking.  
Australia can benefit a lot from other countries counterbalance measures. In order to 
counterbalance set aside, this nation needs to understand important concepts and principles 
affecting biodiversity. Biodiversity offsets are formulated to counterbalance inevitable destruction to 
biodiversity as a result of urbanization activities in a practice known as BioBanking. BioBanking aims 
to establish a test of ‘improve or maintain’ the values of biodiversity. Biodiversity offsets are 
measured as credit by using the ‘BioBanking Assessment Methodology’. The scheme works on the 
fundamental principle that landowners who establish bio bank sites create credits. These credits are 
then purchased by the developers in order to offset the impacts that they have caused as a result of 
projects (mainly engineering infrastructure). These credits represent improvements made to the 
habitat. During the counting of the credits, every species and the ecosystem present in the area are 
accounted for. The purchased credits offset the environmental impacts caused by development. The 




Figure 1: The working of the BioBanking Plan 
 (MarketBased) 
2.3. Literature Review 
 
Basically, we can explain biodiversity offsets as actions that have the purpose of working and 
addressing the loss in biodiversity caused as a result of various urban development projects (Burgin, 
2008). The concept of biodiversity offsets has gained a lot of interest in the private sector and the 
government environment policy space, in the last decade. This main biodiversity habitat loss is 
caused as a result, of major infrastructure boom, technological and infrastructure advancements 
(Possingham et. al., 2002). The main aim of biodiversity offset strategies is to attain “no net loss” of 
the biodiversity, keeping in mind the composition of species, the structure of the habitat and 
services provided by the ecosystem (BBOP, 2009). These offset strategies should be put in place only 
as a “last resort” as compensation to the adverse impact caused on the biodiversity, after the 
mitigation strategies in place (Lankoski, 2016). Over the years, there have been strong legal 
requirements considering biodiversity; first trying to avoid, and then reduce and if needed, offset the 
impacts caused, however, this has not properly been executed. 
The scheme aims to maintain a goal of ‘no overall loss’ applying to all habitat, flora and fauna. In 
order to ensure that this goal is achieved to its best, it implements a detailed procedure to set up the 
trust funds by carefully calculating the credit points. In BioBanking , the total cost of the 
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conservation project are counted using the credit point system, that is, every species and ecosystem, 
present on the area is given a credit point. These credit points then can be sold separately or 
together (DECC, 2007). The credits purchased for offsetting the environmental impacts can be 
retired at one or more BioBanking sites, considering their requirements of number and also the type 
of credit that will be needed (DECC, 2007) 
The methodology provided by the NSW Department of Environment and Climate Change gives the 
developer a scientific basis in order to assess the requirements of the offset (Burgin, 2008). Although 
this complexity is useful in obtaining accurate results and providing confidence in the process, there 
can be better ways to ensure its ease of use and avoiding complexity. Complexity makes it less 
understandable for both the land owner and the developers. The use of heavy jargon can be 
replaced with easier language to help one understand process quicker (Van Winkle, et al. 2015). 
During the research, it has been observed that the offset rules for threatened species present in the 
area of the site, should be matched along with their flora and fauna, which provides an ecosystem 
for the species (Burgin, 2008). This rule should be further broadened in the near future in order to 
maximise the use of the scheme. NSW can also take inspiration from other international and 
national offset schemes to ensure that its methodology and credit counting system is clear. In brief, 
work on simplifying the process of ecosystem credit point needs changes.  
 
2.4. NorthConnex – NSW Engineering Infrastructure Project  
 
In a survey conducted by the NRMA, the Pennant hills road was identified as the 2nd worst road to 
travel on in New South Wales (NSW) and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) (O'Sullivan, 2014).  
This was calculated considering the number of dissatisfied road users, and poor road safety 
performance. The development of NorthConnex is aimed at providing an alternative roadway, in 
order to minimize congestion and improve safety. To give an overview of the situation, the 
NorthConnex project is a 9km twin tunnel motorway project with a speed limit of 80km/h. The 
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tunnels are built in a way to ensure a 3 lane capacity in the long term. Currently, they will operate 
with two lanes, alongside a breakdown lane in both the directions. The project also involves: 
“The construction of a multi-lane motorway linking the M1 Pacific Motorway at Wahroonga to the 
Hills M2 Motorway at West Pennant Hills, including integration works with the Hills M2 Motorway 
(M2 Integration or M2I)” (Northconnex, 2016).  
An extension to the project is the Hornsby quarry road construction spoil management project that 
is used to transfer spoil from the digging of tunnels. As the name suggests, it is located in Hornsby 
region of NSW, a biodiversity rich region and within close proximity to a Blue Gum forest. 
 
 
Figure 2: NorthConnex tunnel and road extension plan 
(NorthConnex, 2017) 
The construction of the project incorporated a certain amount of clearing, of Blue gum High forests. 
These clearances were addressed during the planning stage of the project, under the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS). The permission of clearance was granted under the conditions of approval 
set in coordination with the Roads and Maritime Services (RMS).  
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Based on the rules set by the NSW biodiversity offset law in order to remove any vegetation 
classified as Endangered Ecological Community (ECC) or Threatened Ecological Community (TEC), the 
project is required to offset the impacts it has caused as a part of its biodiversity offset program.  
In order to address the issue, a Biodiversity offset package (BOP) was prepared in coordination with 
the infrastructure approvals, as a part of the EIS. This addressed the NSW Threatened Species 
Conservation Act of 1995 (TSC Act). BIOSIS have been contracted by Northconnex to work on all 
their biodiversity offset plans.  
The Project has prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in accordance with the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment regulation 2000 (Part 3 of Schedule 2). The statement 
discusses the environmental harm that will be caused during the project construction.  The 
document clearly states the description of the harm, justification of need for the harm, mitigation 
techniques that will be considered, along with the offset strategies put into place to cover the losses. 
After considering all the impacts caused, an environmental risk analysis needs to be included in the 
statement, identifying all the risks.  
When dealing with major infrastructure projects, principles stated in the Occupational health and 
safety report under the NSW Biodiversity Offsets Policy for major projects must be followed. These 
policies outline the requirements that are applied to the major projects- Biodiversity offset 
management plan (OEH, 2014). These policies must be strictly followed, unless further agreements 
are made with the secretary. This policies must be identified to be addressed in the EIS for the 
Biodiversity offset management plan. 
This policy for major projects outlines a set of principles that should be considered when BOP is 
being prepared. The principles that NorthConnex that must follow include: 
Principal 1 – Before any Biodiversity offset plans are considered, Northconnex should try to avoid 
maximum damage through implementing project mitigation measures. Once all mitigation measures 
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have been exhausted, offsets can then be considered, to cover the remaining impacts. Once the 
need for offset has been confirmed, a plan for all possible mitigation measured along with BOP 
should be noted in the EIS (environmental impact statement). The EIS will contain, all information 
regarding mitigation techniques used for the project along with their measurement techniques.  
Principal 2 – Northconnex should provide an assessment that is reliable and transparent should be 
considered before deciding on any gains or losses. 
Principal 3 – The biodiversity offsets should target, all lost biodiversity values, or to greater priorities 
of conservation.  
Principal 4 – Northconnex must follow all legal requirements. 
Principal 5 – Offsets should be made, so that they are enduring, easily enforced, and can be audited.  
Principal 6 – Northconnex should propose alternative methods can be utilised instead of offsets.  
2.5. Objective and Scope  
The measures of offset of biodiversity used are determined by the loss of biodiversity. Application of 
biodiversity counterbalance is difficult. Some of the challenges facing this offset are;  
• Uncertainty  
• Risks  
• Longevity  
• Time lag  
• Efficiency 
• Extent of equivalency 
This paper on BioBanking aims at identifying the shortfalls that are present in the NSW BioBanking 
system and suggests ways in which these shortfalls can be overcome. In order to provide 
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suggestions, the thesis researches and reviews other national and international biodiversity offset 
projects.  
This thesis studies a major NSW engineering infrastructure project – NorthConnex, in order to 
understand the challenges and the shortfalls associated with the NSW biodiversity BioBanking 
system. It addresses the challenges by focusing on the development of the NorthConnex biodiversity 
offset management plans over time, along with other environmental management plans.        
In order to address the problems facing biodiversity offset programs, the research uses case studies 
from US, France, New Zealand, Canada, West Australia, Victoria and Madagascar. It looks at how 
offset programs in those states/countries have addressed the challenges of equivalency, efficiency, 
uncertainty, longevity and time lag.   
 This paper aims at identifying the lessons that can be learned and suggests ways to improve 
the NSW BioBanking biodiversity offset program.  While BioBanking is not a new concept in NSW, its 
growth has achieved desired targets.  As a result, this study aims at suggesting ways in which 
landowners and companies can adopt this practice.  Multipliers are the ratios between the project 
damage and compensation provided to the biodiversity, they can be seen as indicators for the 
compensation that is needed to offset the damage caused 
2.6. Methodology 
In order to address this issue of shortfalls in NSW biodiversity offset BioBanking strategies, a review 
approach was taken. The topic of this thesis was decided by following the logical pattern which 
started off by reading through the NorthConnex’s biodiversity offset plan, and identifying shortfalls. 
These shortfalls were then reviewed alongside the NSW Biodiversity offset BioBanking legislation. A 
list of the recorded and observed shortfalls was then made and shortlisted to select five, in the order 
of priority, and based according to present knowledge. These shortfalls were then investigated to 
find faults and scope of improvement. Furthermore, international case studies, journals and current 
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offset project were studied in coordination with the shortfalls observed. With all this knowledge, 
suggestions are provided to the NSW government in order to improve the NSW offset program.  
 
Figure 3: Thesis research flow chart 
The thesis talks about the effectiveness of BioBanking by reviewing the NorthConnex infrastructure 
road project’s biodiversity offset management plan. It involved studying the changes and 
improvements over time in the biodiversity management plan of NorthConnex. In order to 
understand the designing the biodiversity offset plan and the mitigation measures of the 
NorthConnex environmental management plan, regular talks with the environmental and 
community team at NorthConnex were undertaken. This helped understand the mitigation 
measures that had been considered by the project to minimise environmental harm. The process of 
review included a trip to the offset site with a site engineer, along with an environmental 
coordinator and the independent external ecologist who was accompanied by professionals. They 
assisted in taking plant pictures and recording accurate coordinate measurements. 
To be precise, the techniques considered while linking NorthConnex with the shortfalls, was done in 
the way stated below (according to the shortfalls order, throughout the report). 
Different techniques were used to investigate the different shortfalls, which included: 
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• Uncertainty - talks with the Environmental coordinators of NorthConnex were done along 
with the review of the media reports on the project. A small survey was also done, inorder 
to understand the situation of BioBanking awareness in the community .  
• Risks – In order to understand the aspect of risk in BioBanking, a review of the NorthConnex 
background information on the plant was done to increase familiarity and avoid risks. In 
order to further understand the biodiversity offset, habitat loss calculation, a trip with the 
project ecologist was taken to the Hornsby Quarry. This gave a change to clearly understand 
the precautions and the precisions that are taken into account when accounting for the 
habitat loss. 
• Longevity and Time lag – NorthConnex’s environmental impact statements, along with the 
environmental management plans were studied, in order to understand ways in which this 
major engineering project is dealing with the issue.  
• Efficiency – In order to understand the infrastructure’s monitoring and reporting scheme, a 
thorough review of all their flora and fauna management plans were conducted, starting 
from 2015 to 2016, along with any new biodiversity documents. The next box management 
plan was also closely studies and discussed with a environmental coordinator from 
Northconnex.  
• Extent of equivalency – In order to investigate this, a connection with the previous research 
was done, to assess monitoring.  
In order to provide improvement suggestions to the scheme, various different projects from various 
countries and states were considered. The legislations of these countries were studies along with a 
few projects. Based on this study, a few case studies were shortlisted, and compared to the NSW 
legislation.  During the research for equivalency, a French biodiversity loss and offset calculator, was 
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tested and reviewed along with Australia’s online BioBanking credit calculator. An online free trial 
version of the French calculator was downloaded to understand its workings.  
3. Results: Issues associated with Biodiversity offsets  
3.1. Uncertainty  
During the research for this thesis, it was observed that in many projects, the result of an offset 
scheme is uncertain. In a journal published online by Laitila et al. (2014) it was noted that most of 
the criticisms aimed at biodiversity programs points to the failure in dealing effectively with 
uncertainty. Uncertainty in this context refers to the mistrust , if a the planned offset plan is efficient 
and effectively implemented.  In most of the cases, it can be observed that, in order to deal with 
uncertainty, most offset plans, use multipliers, or try to compensate by increasing the compensation 
which is needed  (Bull, 2014).  Multipliers are the ratios between the project damage and 
compensation provided to the biodiversity, they can be seen as indicators for the compensation that 
is needed to offset the damage caused. The uncertainty aspect of NorthConnex has always been 
controversial and highly discussed because it is very important to the outcome of NorthConnex. 
NorthConnex had successfully set out its biodiversity offset package, but was unable to implement 
on the assigned date in June 2015 (project construction commenced).  On 18th June 2016, the RMS 
granted a 2-year extension to NorthConnex for implementing their offset plan. Under the 
Environmental protection and assessment act, a proponent can send a request to the minister 
(Department of Planning), for his approval to undertake a project of a significant infrastructure, that 
will affect the layout of the state . This approval was granted before construction on all biodiversity 
loss sites commenced. This extension was given as the final credit calculation for offsets could not be 
finalised, unless all the clearing required for the project was completed, and there can be a 
quantification of the final losses due to the impact.  
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Over the course of one year, NorthConnex had only been able to secure 28 credits. Most of the 
other credit offsets were still in negotiation with the land owners. For example, addressing the Blue 
Gum high forest offsets needed an attempt to restore the forest close to their original location in 
Hornsby. Considering the requirement and in order to maximise efficiency of result, RMS had further 
also advised landowners through the Hornsby Shire council convincing them to enter the BioBanking 
agreement as a way of mitigating uncertainties. As proposed by the RMS, an estimated time of 18 
months would be required to secure the credit offsets. A further 6 months was then requested to 
formally register the BioBanking.  Uncertainty of implementation increased when NorthConnex was 
unable to organise offset sites for 2 hectors of highly endangered Blue gum forest and another 
endangered Turpentine ironbark forest.  
This delay in implementation had created a situation of uncertainty of implementation.  NSW 
political party MP Mehreen Faruqi had also gone ahead to call it a scam. In an interview given to the 
Daily telegraph, she said: “This shows the very low bar set where critically endangered ecological 
communities can be cleared before offsets are even identified, let alone secured“(The Daily 
Telegraph, 2016). 
During the process of the thesis, I spoke to a few people from the communities around the 
construction sites in Hornsby. These mainly included shop owners in the nearby areas, school 
teachers from the school nearby, bus drivers in the area and a few residents. Indulging in this type of 
casual talk, had given me a greater inside to what the people living, or working in the area think 
about NorthConnex’s BioBanking  program. The results of this survey can be seen from the 
Appendices, Table 2. 
The results were mixed reactions, where 30% of the residents and shop owners were confident that 
NorthConnex will definitely implement the offsets. On the other hand 25% other believed in MP 
Faruqi’s calling it a scam. The people who did not agree stressed the fact that they had seen no 
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progress in the last 2 years. It was also noted that around 45% of all the people spoken to have no 
idea about NorthConnex’s offset plan. (Refer to Appendix 1 for table of results – Table A1). 
NorthConnex BioBanking offset area posters were placed near the Hornsby Quay Project site. These 
signs displayed information regarding the Biodiversity BioBanking offset idea as a whole, but nothing 
in specific of what the area is offsetting. The sign did not indicate if any kind of work had started or 
not, creating further confusion and misunderstandings.  
After talking to NorthConnex employees and going through their published project information, it 
was found that their ‘Nest Box Hollow Offset Plan’ was already on the floor. In 2016, NorthConnex 
had partnered with the Australian Woodworking Men Shed Association in order to create 72 custom 
designed nest boxes for birds, bats and possums  (Northconnex, 2016). According to a statement 
released by NorthConnex in May 2016, it was confirmed that 29 nest boxes were installed near the 
Blue Gum creek (near Hornsby region -NorthConnex North) and the other 43 in Worangaroo and 
Normanhurst (NorthConnex South- Tunnel and tunnel dive construction).  
On the one hand, RMS is confident that NorthConnex will deliver on its proposed biodiversity offset 
plans; while on the other hand, the green party criticism for late implementation is also getting good 
media coverage. The green’s NorthConnex slogan, as stated on their ‘The Great Biodiversity Offset 
Scam in NSW’ party broacher calls out the project for their unclear approach to BioBanking, calling it 
“NORTHCONNEX - DESTROY FIRST, THINK LATER”  (The Greens, 2017).  
After a conversation with a member of the NorthConnex environmental engineering team, it was 
certain that the biodiversity offset will be implemented.  They explained the delay in making 
agreements was due to lengthy negotiations with the land owners. The project’s commitment to the 
BioBanking schemes can be observed from the regular publication of their updated biodiversity 
offset plans, which not only states the work done, but also improvements made, in respect to offset 
land notations. The paper also discusses increases or decreases in land negotiations as a result of 
saved vegetation from clearing (as per the original plan), or any increases in project clearings.  The 
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result of this extension in biodiversity BioBanking offset implantation for NorthConnex will only be 
known in 2018 when the deadline for submission of the final plan is released. Uncertainty in projects 
has always been an important challenge to deal with even at a global scale. In spite of being highly 
controversial, it has gained a lot of popularity as a means of sustainable development. Below are two 
case studies to show how Unites States and New Zealand have faced the problem of uncertainty and 
dealt with it.  
It has been observed that most biodiversity offsets have not always aimed at meeting the objective 
of ‘No net loss’  (Kormos, 2015).  In spite of the above, US organisations, such as US Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS), have been able to bring about advancements by enabling biodiversity offset 
schemes to have improved outcomes through reduction of net loss. 
It is important to ensure that the ratio between the impact caused and the compensation given be 
accurate. Going through various case studies over the course of this thesis, it has been observed that 
most project multipliers do not correctly represent the losses to compensation ratio. Just like in 
NorthConnex’s, nest box management plan, a 1:1 ratio was used when a piece of land of certain size 
is compensated with the same amount of land, with the same size. Or, as it can be noted from the 
NorthConnex example, 72 hollows were replaced with 72 nest boxes.  
To ensure that there is efficiency in offset plans, a new method was tested in the US, called the San 
Joaquin Kit fox mitigation ratio. This program assists in construction of better values of the ratios, as 
it focuses more on understanding the effect on the species and the habitats that are being affected. 
This method takes into consideration: 
• The type of habitat, and; 
• The effect caused by the damage, whether temporary or permanent.   
Previously in the 1990s in Florida, a biodiversity offset program was initiated to protect panthers. As 
panthers were considered to be species from the forest, only forests were considered during the 
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compensation process (South Florida Ecological Services Office, 2008). In such cases, making 
informed decisions with the best science available will not only be efficient, but also help protect the 
species. 
The case study of the Florida Black panther offset program, displays the importance for the need of a 
strong authority that demands compensation. The compensation in the back panther project was 
delayed for many years, this resulting in a huge loss for the species. The knowledge gained from the 
above Florida case study included the need for appropriate organisations, to deal with biodiversity 
compensation  (South Florida Ecological Services Office, 2008). The Importance of accurately 
determining the area and the location, for the development of the specie, has also been noted. In 
the Black Panther offset project, the offset size is lesser than the amount needed for the specie 
development. Considering the larger landscapes for the rehabilitation of species is important when 
project offset plans are being written.     
Another issue that needs to be addressed while dealing with uncertainty is the importance of setting 
threshold values. Biodiversity offset plans should also clearly define ‘No-go-zones’ to ensure that 
development in that area can be prevented. The US had started implementing the above idea of No-
go-zones in most states when it was observed that many projects were being undertaken 
irrespective of the fact that they had or did not have any biodiversity offset plans. Defining the value 
for thresholds can also assist in limiting the losses that can be undertaken by the habitat and can 
help in calculating exact compensations in the offset plans. Under the Framework of Biodiversity 
Assessment Act, NSW also identifies the areas that do not require biodiversity offsets, as a result of 
the vegetation in the area being under certain conditions, such as not being endangered or having 
endangered species. NSW biodiversity offset scheme has been criticized for the unavailability of ‘no-




Another method to guarantee the minimisation of uncertainty in offsetting is by promoting external 
administration and management of biobanks. Close monitoring of the biobank offset development 
over the years can help ensure the maintenance of exact records  (South Florida Ecological Services 
Office, 2008). This helps rectify any problems occurring immediately. It also helps in tracking 
precautions that need to be taken for future projects. 
New Zealand’s Kate Valley Landfill and Waikatea Station Farm Development projects also provide a 
good example on how to deal with biodiversity offsets. A journal by Norton (2014) talks about the 
need for the implementation of a hierarchy of actions for the use of Biodiversity offsets. Where the 
company/developer implements all possible mitigation techniques to avoid any harmful impacts, 
and then try to control the circumstances causing an impact, biodiversity offsets are only ways of 
dealing with unavoidable impacts. In the Kate valley project, after a long search was conducted to 
find the best place for a landfill, the chosen site had proven to have the least impact on the project. 
This case study shows the significance and impact of biodiversity offset in land conservation and 
especially in controlling unavoidable effects.  
Biodiversity offsets face another criticism, that biodiversity offsets are not implemented. It is 
important to have a form of reassurance and a guarantee that the offsets will occur. In order for this 
to happen, the consenting bodies must ensure that compliance tracking is taking place. The 
Environment courts of New Zealand impose tight regulations in order to safeguards the projects life.  
New Zealand also recognises that certain ecosystems should not be taken into account, during 
clearance and biodiversity offsets, due to their scarcity and sensitivity. Just like Australia’s 
Threatened species act, New Zealand has also put together a list of species that are endangered. This 
is then provided to the environmental court that will then decide if there is a possibility of a 
development. In the case of both Kate valley and the Waikatea projects, the court had found out 
that none of the developments had any endangered species within the project boundary.  
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Biodiversity offset programs should ensure that, along with creating new habitats, they should also 
protect the already existing ones (Norton, 2014). Both of the above case study projects have 
protected the already existing habitats along with building new ones. In both cases mentioned 
above, no ratios were considered during the planning of the offset plan, but it was completely based 
on the knowledge of the habitat, the count and the viability of the proposed offsets. The success of 
the above offset programs proves that offset programs have to be based on knowledge and science. 
After reviewing many projects, it has been observed that there is a possibility of delay in most 
projects due to uncertainty hence it is always advisable that there is awareness to help respective 
people be more prepared  (Kormos, 2015). 
3.2. Risk  
It can be observed that the framework for biodiversity offsets looks sound, but the same cannot be 
said about the actual practice. There have always been critics pointing that the process of achieving 
no net loss is difficult and labelling biodiversity offsets as a ‘license to trash nature’ (Damian 
Carrington, 2013). This creates a risk that the problem will worsen instead of making a more 
sustainable environment. Some of the other risks that may affect the offset program include: 
• Supplier failure 
• Poor valuation 
• Unexpected costs 
• Poor allocation of costs and responsibilities 
• Insufficient or improper monitoring and reporting practices or  
• Poor verification  
 
During a regular upgrade inspection, more than 1000 Epacris purpurascens var. purpurascens plants 
were found within the approved construction footprint of the project. Later on, a total plant count 
was taken by the Ecological Australia, which was then used in the NorthConnex EIS. As this plant was 
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discovered later in the construction process, it was not included in the 2015 BioBanking plan that 
was put out by NorthConnex. Epacaris purpurascens var. purpurascens are shrubs that grow to a 
height between 50 cm to 150 cm  (Northconnex , 2016). They mostly occur in sclerophyll forests, or 
near swamps and scrubs in Sydney. It was later found that this plant was listed under the rare and 
threatened species. Within the NorthConnex boundary, 30 different locations where identified 
where the specie were present and found. Since the last survey was conducted by the consultants, it 
was found that the plants had naturally regenerated as a result of soil disturbance caused by 
construction work in close proximity. During the research of this project and review of the 
NorthConnex translocation plan, it was observed that the occurrence of the threatened species was 
mapped by expert ecologists. In order to survey and map this data, a hand-held tablet, was used 
along with a GPS and flagged tape for marking plants was used. Most of the plants occurred in 
clusters of only few individuals. Due to which the mapping was done in patches as it was difficult to 
capture each and every individual plant. Risk of plant going unidentified in the first investigation, can 
be noticed by the number of plants left and being unrecognised until later in the project. The table 
bellow identifies the number of Epacris plants discovered throughout the project were:  
Table 1: Epacaris plants found over time within or near project boundary 
Year Reported by  Stem Count  
2010 AECOM – Upgrade assessment  20 , outside the construction footprint  
2012 Cumberland ecology  180 (106 were located within the project 
boundary) 
2013 Ecological Australia (Contracted by 
NorthConnex to prepare EIS) 
80 inside the construction footprint. 
Previous count of 106, used in the EIS  
2014 Biosis – ‘Ground truthing’ for the 
Biodiversity offset package  
No stem count done, by observation of 
increase in vegetation  
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2015 Biosis – ‘Ground truthing’ for the 
Biodiversity offset package 
2 surveys conducted, overall of 720 
within the construction footprint  
2016 Biosis – ‘Ground truthing’ for the 
Biodiversity offset package 
1001 within the approved construction 
footprint.  
 
In accordance to the ‘The Australian Network plant conservation guidelines’, the project had tried to 
translocate the Epacaris specie. This translocation of specie would involve the specie to be carefully 
removed and transported to a close-by donor site in order to maintain the soil profile. A previous 
translocation trial done by an old project was considered and studied to assist in the case. The old 
project depicted a success rate of only 20%. Considering the above and a few more case studies, the 
plan for translocation had to be dropped.  With the idea of translocation dropped, the project 
moved to adding this specie to the BioBanking list. It was found that there was scarcity of time to 
buy credits as the deadline was approaching soon. Due to the unavailability of credits and only one 
offer available, with no firm anticipation of future sources of credit to be identified, the offsets were 
purchased. RMS purchased 4403 offsets credits in May 2017 at $150 per credit, totalling $660,450. 
Previously in 2014, the credits for the same species were sold for $1.50 per credit. This can be seen 
as a major unplanned financial risk for the company, which could be easily avoided if the soil profile 
studies of the areas within and around the project boundaries were efficient.  
Along with the above, if there was available environmental and ecological data for the region, 
proper mitigation measures could have been taken to control the growth of the Epacris 
purpurascens var. purpurascens. To ensure that appropriate mitigation is taken against the risks, the 
project can work on its design changes. Below are two case studies from Australia and USA, looking 
at risk management. 
In Victoria (Australia), conservation of native vegetation has always been a topic of concern. Victoria 
has always been on the forefront, in acquiring biodiversity offset programs, in 2002, with its ‘ 2002 
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Native Vegetation Management Framework’ (NVM). The approach of this offset involves 4 steps: 
First, the state had introduced a new system for accounting for gains and losses, based on the 
currency of ‘habitat hectares’; secondly, the system in place, recognises the role of the biodiversity 
offset, towards the net gains introduced; thirdly, a certain set of criteria’s for the evaluation of the 
importance of the vegetation has been created; and fourthly, more emphasis has been placed upon 
the implementation and use of mitigation hierarchy. This places more pressure on developers to first 
try to avoid biodiversity loss, then try to minimise it, and finally try offsets. 
One of the major problems NSW faces is the availability of landowners. The Victorian government 
adopted a technique of credit trading as most developers found it difficult to find offset 
opportunities. In addition to which the state government introduces the system of ‘risk hierarchy’ 
that labels vegetation sites as low, high or medium risk (Environmental Defenders office 2013). 
Location risk, which involves risks at a result of the location, was based on information collected by 
the state, while extent risk, which involves damage risk, was determinant on the number of trees in 
an area. The estate was able to recognise the importance of any particular vegetation by using the 
process of modelling and data collection. By doing so, the offset policy aimed at reducing the 
transactions and the cost of information for areas that pose little risk. In a conversation with a 
member of the NorthConnex team, it was informed that the project spends approximately $10,000 
for the biodiversity offset reports, along with additional costs of other ecological consultants who 
assist during clearance, which is fairly a large amount. Projects with higher risks were then subjected 
to stronger regulations. 
The Victorian Government’s introduction of exchange and banking system has significantly reduced 
the cost of transactions and information. Previously, developers were expected to produce their 
own offsets.  With the introduction of the BioBanking diversity scheme, it helps them in mitigating 
transactional risks. Collecting information, can play a very important part in risk management, as it 
will not only assist Victoria, but may also help other states in defining there levels of risk and saving 
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money. Just like NSW, Victoria also follows the ‘habitat hectare’ metric system, which makes it 
easier to valuate risk and help in comparing offsets and impacts. The habitat hectare assessment 
method, is a process of assessing a sites native vegetation, by assessing it against a benchmark value 
of the same vegetation. If this metric system is well implemented, it increases the accuracy of 
compensation. 
The USA can be said to have the most developed biodiversity offset programs in the world. In 1972, 
US added The Wetlands Compensation to the Clean Water Act in order to prevent water pollution. 
The developers of this program aimed at achieving NNL through the use of biobanks. As it was the 
first biodiversity offset program, it received harsh criticism for not being able to achieve NNL. The 
National Research Council carried out an extensive research to investigate the appropriate use of 
fundamental functions and discovered that the offset were not being carried out in some parts. 
This lack of standards and careless attitude forces the authorities responsible to take strict actions as 
which led to amendments made in 2008. The amendments enforced better standards for monitoring 
and reporting. As a part of these changes, the developers were also given opportunity to choose 
between making ‘In-lieu-fee’ payments (compensation for unavoidable damages on environment), 
or bank credits. Even though only a few quantitative studies have been made after the amendments 
in 2008, EPA and USACE observers have noticed that better records are being kept thereby allowing 
for better analysis. 
Although it may take many years before the effects on the NSW Woodland Project, a project aimed 
at protecting the Woodland species, can be analysed, yet various lessons can be learned from the US 
biodiversity offset scheme. The rise of mitigation banks can help in research planning and mitigate 
risks. This increase in mitigation banks can show that organisations can profit from trying to achieve 
NNL. As US is the most experienced in biodiversity offset programs, studying their policy changes 
and reviewing their various case studies can help other states/countries learn from the mistakes 
made by the US. 
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Although biodiversity offsets are not a new concept to NSW, the federal government needs to play a 
more active role in setting regulations and incentives. Through research over many NSW projects, it 
was observed that most of the developers choose an in-lieu agent over BioBanking. This is because 
the payment in lieu selection leaves the developer with no liability, while government is left with the 
liability of delivering the offset. This not only leaves the government with more financial risk, but 
also increases the time lag of the project. The Victorian government, on the other hand, leaves the 
financial risk with the proponent, thus helping in increasing the efficiency. NSW can also adopt risk 
measures through advanced data analysis and promotion of BioBanking in order to improve offset 
programs. 
The case study from US is a good example that NSW can review and consider in dealing with the risk 
problems associated with monitoring, reporting and responsibilities. The US has more practice in 
dealing with biodiversity offsets compared to NSW.  Studying policy changes and criticism can help 
make informed decisions for policy makers and developers in NSW. Furthermore, the Woodland 
project is a good example of the basic risks that affect a biodiversity offset program and how they 
can be mitigated.  While NSW has adopted similar policies to those of US by allowing flexibility of 
payment, there is a lot to be learnt from the different policy approaches the US implements.  
3.3. Longevity and Time lag  
Longevity refers to how long the offsets are expected to last while time lag is concerned with a gap 
between the benefits of the offset scheme and impacts of development. Offsets are expected to last 
as long as the impact of development exists, while adding a temporal multiplier can deal with the 
problem of time lag.  In spite of the problem of determining how long the project is expected to last, 
there is also the issue of ensuring that the offsets last in a dynamic environment.  
For Major engineering infrastructure projects, such as the NorthConnex, the offsets are expected to 
last till perpetuity. Just as expected, this concept of perpetuity was also a part of the BIOSIS 
Biodiversity offset plans. Defining “in perpetuity” has proven to be troublesome, so the general idea 
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is to ensure offsets last as long as the impact of development exists. During the review of the 
projects offset plan from 2015 onwards and the nest box offset plans, it had been noticed that no 
evidence of considering the effects of the change in climate or environmental conditions had been 
accounted for (Northconnex, 2016). It was observed that there was no consideration taken in order 
to ensure that regeneration of the offsets is taking place in environmentally stable areas. 
 Before the credits were purchased, no evidence of background research was also found, mainly to 
check if the BioBanking sites are affected by the environmental change impacts. Although the 
reporting section in the offset plans has very brief information addressing changes in the 
environment (Northconnex, 2016), there is no evidence of any method that could be used in the 
near future. According to the records after a few years, the responsibility of monitoring lies with 
RMS. But RMS has not produced any information regarding the future monitoring or reporting of 
these BioBanking sites.  
The longevity of the project can be disrupted by environmental change over time. This problem can 
be seen as a theoretical challenge as the original plans will be affected by the changing environment. 
In most cases, time lag is affected by legal and political activities as a result of policy change, thus 
causing biodiversity loss in the future. Laitila et al looks at the role of multipliers on time lag and 
suggested that late compensations may limit the success of a biodiversity offset program. As a 
result, large multipliers are used in order to achieve NNL challenging risk.  
The changing climate can be seen as one of the main issues affecting the biodiversity offset 
initiatives. According to the US National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), four actions can be used in 
order to prevent impact- avoiding, minimizing, restoring and offsetting (Kreitler, 2015). Considering 
the Mojave Desert in North America as a case study, we can suggest that a ratio of 2:1 in order to 
ensure that offsets, have a longer lasting effect. The ratio based on the fragility of the Mojave Desert 
in California suggests that every unit of development should be compensated with two offsets 
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(Kreitler 2015). This is because the region has various programs under NEPA where various 
endangered and endemic species are located, hence making it fragile. 
It can be observed that projects need to be operated in the long term, if they need to achieve NNL.  
One such approach to deal with the influence of environmental change is to favour areas that could 
show stability or cushion the impact of climate change.  Another option to deal with changing 
environment is to conserve a quota of a certain species and its future range. This will ensure that the 
species transitions smoothly into the desired condition. But the second opinion can be seen as a 
complex one, and will be difficult to maintain records. Higher mitigation ratios are also expected to 
cope with changes in climate change and other uncertainties. 
While the gains associated with biodiversity could take several years to be realized, there is also the 
risk of failure (Kormos 2015).  At the end, it can be said that in order to make rules for most regions, 
there should be conventional credits introduced from 10-20 years.  In areas where the impact is 
permanent, then the offset should last in perpetuity.  To deal with the issue of longevity and time 
lag, some countries have decided to set specific timelines for offsets, a good example of which is the 
Wheaton project in West Australia.  The project was approved by the ministry of sustainability and is 
expected to address various biodiversity concerns.  
The project is expected to identify various milestones, indicators and actions all set within certain 
time frames. The project was subjected to 70 rigorous conditions for federal approval because the 
development impacted a number of threatened species. Using a risk based approach, the project 
analysed all its sites through all its stages. The offsetting plan included funding paid to research 
institutions in order to improve the offset design. The funding included money for gear, cameras, 
supplies, communication equipment and office equipment. This enabled the research to be based on 
as much science as possible, thereby helping in improve longevity of the project. This can be 
compared to the current research done on the NorthConnex plan, where the biodiversity surveying 
is not done on a regular basis. 
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For NSW to ensure longevity in its biodiversity programs there should be accuracy in derivation of 
multipliers. It has been observed, from research that official ratio should average 6.8: 1 but in most 
cases averages are 1.5:1 Bull (Loyd and Strange, 2017).  As result, most biodiversity offset programs 
never achieve NNL (Laitila 2014). It is also important to note that the difference in locations could 
affect the size of the multiplier.  
In order to ensure that effects of the offsets last, NSW should also start considering the impact of 
change in environment. One approach is to choose sites that might be tolerant to changes in climate 
or environment to ensure the survival of a species.   While NSW started bio-banking in 2008, uptake 
has been slow moving. This slow growth means that developers cannot fully take advantages of bio-
banking. It has been noted that BioBanking can help developers in dealing with the problem of time 
lag (Gasparatos and Willis, 2015). In addition, having a transparent system that enables auditing and 
monitoring of systems ensure that the project is in accordance with certain time frames. 
3.4. Efficiency  
Efficiency refers to the use of cost-effective measures and strategies To determine efficiency, it is 
looked at, how the offset counterpoises the residual impact of the development; if the offset results 
in long-term successful and measurable benefits; and if the project produces the desired results.  .  
Efficiency requires residual impacts to be analysed and reviewed as it is important to see if the offset 
results are successful in the long run and have measurable impacts. To investigate the issue of 
monitoring and reporting the EIS statement in NSW, volumes 1 – 8 were used along with all flora and 
fauna documents (Northconnex). During the research, it was found that the NorthConnex project is 
planning on monitoring all its regenerated offsets for 18-years with reporting every 3 years (in most 
cases). According to the projects BIOSIS report, the 18-year timeframe was calculated based on the 
period it takes for rehabilitating of vegetation until it reaches a certain stage of maturity. After all 
investigations and going through various species documents, it was concluded that the science 
behind setting a timeframe of 18-years was not strong enough. There was no evidence that climate 
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change or natural calamity was considered when deciding the timeframe period and did was not a 
long time enough to capture some details, such as bird migration (Northconnex, 2016).  
The nest box plan is also closely monitored over years and according to its documentation, the boxes 
will be monitored only during the years, 2, 3 and 4 after they are implemented. Currently, a good 
thing is that it has been noted to have an occupancy rate of 60%  (Northconnex, 2016). The 
monitoring, as understood by the reports, happens only once a year. This shows that the monitoring 
timeframe 18-years value does not address the issue of bird migration and climate changes. 
Monitoring usually occurs once a year that would be just under one season. There is a high 
possibility of increase in the bird population as a result of migration of birds during the summer 
period. 
In order to understand the aftermath of biodiversity offsets and review the impacts, we look at a few 
offsets from Western Australia that have been proven effective.  A journal by May, Hobbs and 
Valentine investigated the successful WA offsets. In order to determine the efficiency, the residual 
impacts of the development should be analysed and reviewed.  This is done in order to see if the 
offset results are successful in the long-term and have measurable benefits. The project’s success 
will also be judged in its ability to produce the desired results. The journal, evaluated 250 cases 
looking at the outcomes, evaluation goals and their status (Chevron, 2014). 
During the research, it was observed that only 39% of the projects produced an outcome while 30% 
had no outcome while the rest having an unknown outcome, or an outcome too early to tell. The 
paper asserts that some of the offsets carried out in West Australia had delivered the desired result 
(Chevron, 2014). Such offsets can be considered as representations of an efficient biodiversity 
program. 
In particular, land acquisition offsets have proven to be efficient. Such offsets are not only backed by 
research and management, but the design also takes into account events such as climate change, 
high rainfall, drought and fire.  A monitoring program is also a significant factor in determining the 
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efficiency of an offset. Programs that lack efficient monitoring and reporting techniques end up 
being ineffective (Chevron, 2014).  Comparison of the ineffective and effective offset programs 
produces three main reasons why offset programs may produce poor results: 
1) It was observed that inefficient programs in West Australia were not compliant with the 
relevant agencies their poor reporting was a feature of their ineffective offset programs.  
Still, meeting such requirement was not a sufficient condition to ensure success of the 
offset. The journal recommends that, a tracking system should be used to ensure that 
there is implementation of certain stages and timely reporting. In order to improve the 
efficiency of their offset plans, programs should state their objectives and the desired 
outcomes that the offsets are expected to achieve. 
 
2)  Inefficient biodiversity offset programs had insufficient project plans. Most programs 
that do not set objectives or take into account the evaluation and monitoring process 
end up with poor plans. Maintaining an approach that is consistent in designing the 
project, will ensure that the required standards of evaluation, measurement and 
implementation are used. 
 
3) Most offset programs lack contingency* plans. The journal points out that failure are 
always imminent, hence requiring contingency plans. While there are various factors 
that can result in failure of the offset program, these factors are not taken into 
consideration. As biodiversity offset schemes can be subject to uncertainty and risks, 
having a contingency plan might guarantee continuity of the offset. 
 
* contingency -  something that might possibly happen in the future, usually causing problems or 
making further arrangements necessary  (Cambridge dictionary ) 
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Texas in the USA is one area where the number of mitigation banks has increased since 
establishment in 1995. These banks are either stream or wetland banks. Both the banks are 
protected under the USFWS and are expected to sell credits to developers. The presence of such 
banks has in the past played a role in reducing temporal loss, uncertainty and risk (Cooley, 2015).* 
Moreover, following up on ‘permitted responsible mitigation’ might be difficult, but not in the case 
of large mitigation banks (Cooley, 2015). In fact, it is easier to follow up and monitor these bank 
agreements on the side of regulators. Bio-banking also enables larger areas to be conserved as 
compared to other modes of payment. 
An increase in the number of banks in the USA and growth in an area such as Texas is a good 
indication to see how viable the conservation business can be. While such banks have been popular 
in Florida and California, there is rising demand and interest for these banks in Texas (The 
conservation fund, 2017). The rise of such banks can be seen as a result of the administrative and 
operational efficiencies that come along with conservation banking. Mitigation banks could cover 
areas that are ten times more than any other compensation methods (Kormos, Mead and Vinnedge 
2015, p. 2) Depending on the size of the impact, using such banks for offsetting can help improve the 
efficiency for biodiversity projects. 
In a case study by May, Hobbs and Valentine’s, they discuss a biodiversity offset programs need to 
do in order to be considered efficient. It specifies that offset projects should have;  
• Measurable objectives,  
• Detailed plans and  
• Contingency plans  
These make the difference between and efficient offset plan and inefficient offset plan. 
Many critique papers on biodiversity offset, have shown, that most of this information is freely 
available in literature and in cases of inefficacy or ineffectiveness, planners often ignore such 
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information. As a result, NSW can use the case study from West Australia in order to learn from the 
mistakes made by inefficient programs 
As it was earlier noted the uptake of conservative banking has been slow in NSW whereas the USA 
has seen an increase in banks since 1995.  The USA has always remained in the forefront of 
biodiversity, and over the years has worked and introduced regulations that have increased business 
for mitigation bankers. The growth is expected to be rapid as a result of the unique business 
environment the US provides. In other words, we can say that, the US could be promoting policies 
where NSW is not.  While over time some initiatives have been introduced to promote bio-banking, 
more efforts through policies need to be added in order to improve the efficiency of the programs.  
As learned from analysing and reviewing all Flora and fauna management plans for NorthConnex, it 
can be noted that the engineering project is not very efficient in monitoring and reporting. It was 
observed that, although the project addresses the need for monitoring, it doesn’t elaborate on the 
plans it considered to implement them in order to measure the results  (Northconnex, 2016). 
3.5. The Extent of Equivalency 
Ensuring that there is equivalency requires the currency and metrics used in biodiversity offsets to 
quantify the future and present values that will be gained and lost in an exchange. Exchanges vary 
from “like-for-like”, “out of kind” or “like for better” (Githiru, et al. 2015, 823).  In ‘‘like for better”, 
one attribute is lost and another of more importance is gained and under the “out of kind”, one 
attribute is lost and a substitute is presented. Many researchers have argued that the “like for like” 
should be the only exchange allowed in offsets, whereas some other authors have explored the 
rigidity of only considering “like for like” exchange (Githiru, et al. 2015, 823). Having a certain level of 
flexibility has been found as a means of improving the outcomes of biodiversity schemes for 
conservation efforts. 
Building up on the information from the previous section, on the topic of 18 years’ timeframe, an 
interesting fact was found. NorthConnex’s idea of setting a timeframe included all of its cleared 
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areas. The areas included everything from woodlands to shrub lands or to grasslands, all are treated 
same, without the understanding of the different ecologies.  
A software Visual _HEA- Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) was developed by Nova Southeastern 
University in 2014 to ease the assessment of gains and losses. The parameters used include;  
• The year of claim 
• The discount rate  
• Baseline levels of service 
• Service gain parameters from restoration and  
• Service loss parameters from the impact  
The update of this visual tool was presented using the Mimizan River in France, which is a good site 
for a case study. The authors noted that the theoretical concept of, “mitigation is intended to 
restore an ecosystem of equal value to the one which was lost” is practically impossible.  It argues 
that accepting a certain standard, and reaching a social compromise is the only way to achieve 
positive outcomes (Pioch, et al. 2017).  
Reviewing the French case studies, it has been noted that various methods have been developed in 
order to determine the gains and losses in biodiversity offsets. While such methods use the same 
parameters, little software has been developed to help automate the process. While, on one hand 
where HEA has been adopted in various regions, the attempts made to automate the process have 
not become very popular (Pioch, et al. 2017). An English version of this software was developed from 
the French version.   
Making use of the software, researchers determined that the losses made to the river added up to 
7.708 DAYs ( DAYs is a unit used by the software), which is the equivalent of 7.708 hectares of 
coastal river. It was calculated that the compensation would reach 17.527 DSAYs after 20 years 
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(Pioch, et al. 2017, 279).  It was noted that the output of the software was higher than the previous 
conservative efforts earlier being used. A review of the tool was done by downloading a trail pack of 
it, while the tool was initially complicated to understand, but later becomes clearer. The calculation 
is done on a habitat basis, unlike in NorthConnex, where the habitat of the species is not considered, 
but looked at, as a whole.   
Currently, there are no universal tools that can be used to express the extent of biodiversity in a 
given region. Therefore, making measuring equivalency is one of the most debated areas in 
biodiversity offsets. According to the IUCN, equivalency has to be considered in the context of space 
and time.  In the context of time, offsets need to be realized within a certain timeframe that would 
achieve its goals. For both ecological and human reasons, it is advised to have the offsets before the 
damage takes place.  For example, Germany has already set up various habitat banks that can be 
used by developers to offset the impacts. In the context of space, the proximity of offset and impact 
sites is considered.  In most of the cases, impact sites are normally close to offset sites in order to 
ensure equivalency. This is because nearby sites have the same habitat, species and composition. 
Having lack of BioBanking sites can also indirectly affect the concept of having offsets far away from 
the impact site. This leading to a difference in soil compensation, thereby failure. This lack of sites 
has been evident in NSW, leading to failure of many offset programs. This directly is also connected 
to the awareness of the concept as not many people know about the concept of BioBanking. There is 
a scarcity of available sites. Promoting the scheme will help it reach out to more people, improving 
the number of landowners.  
IUCN (2013) provides a case study from a engineering activity in Madagascar in order to 
show offsets and mitigation can provide a positive outcome. In the project, both protection and 
restoration were meticulously planned, and the same currency was used for every step of the 
mitigation hierarchy.  Using the same currency made it easier to make comparison or losses and 
gains (ICUN 2013).  The project was conducted in four main phases.  
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1st - The project identified the main biodiversity features that would be added.   
2nd - The project conducting surveys looking at abundance of certain species 
3rd – This step involved, rare species being awarded a currency referred to as Units of 
Distribution (UDI) while many species and habitats were awarded a Quality Hectares (QH) 
currency (ICUN 2013).   
The final step involves a stakeholder evaluation procedure with regulatory institutions and 
NGOs.  Involvement of these parties was done to define time discounting, uncertainty and 
exchange mechanism.  Having the offset actions and mitigation before the construction starting 
was beneficial to the success of the project (ICUN, 2013).  Through consultation with the 
different bodies, it was generally accepted that metrics were crucial at the beginning. 
NSW has had one attempt on automating the credit calculation system, the Bio-banking credit 
calculator available on the internet (Pioch, et al., 2017). The calculator is in collaborated by a 
database which contains information of about 1600 vegetation and displays the most vulnerable 
ones. The calculator can help developers determine how many credits need to be purchased to 
develop a certain site. Considering the heated debates that arise when equivalence of offsets is 
being determined, more efforts are required in order to automate HEV. According to research, 
automation has shown to improve; performance, reliability, availability and productivity in a 
variety of sectors. Using automation, can greatly improve the services that can be provided to 
developers, making \ offsetting much easier for them. 
It can be seen from the case study from Madagascar, the importance of determining the metrics 
and the currencies even before a project begins. Through consultation with various 
stakeholders, involved parties can determine if ‘like for like’ equivalence can be reached. If the 
above is not possible, the parties can agree on mitigation steps that can be adopted in order to 
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provide positive outcomes. Involving various stakeholders also helps in clarifying the appropriate 
parameters that need to be used in order to determine accurate compensation. 
4. Discussion: Lessons for NSW  
Even after the introduction of the 2005 Vegetation Act, New South Wales has experienced a net loss 
of vegetation. The region faces environmental problems such as; 
• Deforestation 
• Land degradation 
• Declining water suppliers and  
• Loss of biodiversity 
Natural vegetation over years has been encroached and impacted by human activity and the climate.  
To deal with this problem, ‘The Biodiversity and Offset Scheme of New South Wales’ was 
incorporated in the Vegetation act to reduce the residual impacts through offsets and to encourage 
conservation (Office of Environment & Heritage, 2017). This scheme was developed in order to 
complement the previously made government conservation efforts, where certain species or 
habitats were under threat.  Bio-banking was introduced under the Conservation Act of 1995 (Office 
of Environment & Heritage, 2017). 
In a survey conducted in the USA in 2009 showed that, more than 60 percent of bio-banking or 
mitigation bank providers would be happy to engage in the practice again, displaying that mitigation 
banking has proven to be a fruitful business in the country (Busheri , 2015, p. 2). 
Previously in NSW, many developers have voiced their concerns over the price of credits used in 
biodiversity offsets (Office of Environment & Heritage 2012, p. 4).  Credits for cleared areas such as 
Basin and Coastal areas are not only costly, but rare. Even the availability of other vegetation types 
has proven to be difficult.  Another main issue for the unavailability of credits is the reluctance of 
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landowners to engage in bio-banking for fear of not finding a buyer for the credits (Office of 
Environment & Heritage 2012, 4).  Another problem is matching credits with ecosystem credit forms 
due to the inaccuracies involved. Credit size can fall under: Patch size, Neighbouring vegetation, 
Formation of vegetation, Type of vegetation, and Catchment region (Office of Environment & 
Heritage, 2012). These fields put a limit on the number of trading transactions that can be made for 
matching credits since they provide a certain standard that should be met. 
Even though the New South Wales government has adopted various policies inorder to improve the 
biodiversity offset programs in the region, it can learn from case studies carried out in other 
countries to combat problems arising from biodiversity offsets. Other countries, such as the USA 
have decades of experience and have learned through mistakes and developed new and better 
policies in order to improve the outcomes of biodiversity projects.  Studying different case studies 
can also help the State understand why BioBanking has experienced this slow growth despite its 
proposed benefits in improving efficiency and reducing risk and uncertainty. 
Lessons from Uncertainty and Risk 
From reading various articles regarding biodiversity offset programs around the world, it can be said 
that, uncertainty is one of the main reasons why biodiversity offsets are considered controversial.  
Even if compensation takes place, a long lag time may reduce the possibility of NNL. Considering the 
situation of NorthConnex, the unavailability of enough evidence of the progress, was the main 
reason leading to doubting about the company delivering the offset program. 
Previous studies on the subject have shown that a ratio of 1:1 is not sufficient, in order to ensure 
longevity of the offset and overtime better multipliers need to be developed.  Lessons from Florida 
Panther and the San Joaquin Kit fox projects, such as use of mitigation ratios, can be incorporated in 
the NSW principles (Kormos, Mead and Vinnedge, 2015). The project’s use of accurate valuation 
tools can be focused on.  Offset ratios need to accurately determine the compensation and impact. 
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Most of the studies have shown low ratios while even minimum ratios could be in dozens (Laitila et 
al., 2004) 
Another area NSW, can focus on is to identify no go zones, thresholds and make sure decisions are 
based on the “best science” available. Although the 13 principles are very useful, they do not 
mention anything about no go zones, this preventing development in such areas in spite of the 
option of biodiversity offsetting being available (Bedward, Ellis and Simpson 2009). This need for 
stronger standards could be seen quite evidently, as Northconnex does follow the principles. When 
writing the offset plans but they are still not convincing, it is due to uncertainty. NSW should clearly 
define the areas that cannot be considered for offsetting or the limit of the amount of impact that is 
allowed. Those principles NSW should adopt would not only be cost effective, but also help prevent 
politically ‘confrontational contentions’ that would prevent growth and development from occurring 
(Bedward, Ellis and Simpson 2009, 2732).  
It can be suggested that, in order to cope with uncertainty, NSW needs to introduce policies 
that help promote BioBanking. On a positive note, it is an advantage that the state already 
acknowledges the benefits that come with the practice. However, other payment methods of 
dealing with the issue are preferred. Policies passed in congress in the USA, have made the practice 
important for big business. NSW can use similar polices in order to encourage land owners to take 
on the risk. In finance and economics, higher risk has been associated with higher returns (Nimal and 
Fernando 2013).  As a result, it is up to stakeholders of relevant organizations to demonstrate the 
return landowners can make from conservation efforts.  
Lesson can be taken from the NorthConnex example, where it can be said that, if there was existing 
material present on the ecologies of the sites, it would have been of great help to the project. Saving 
and accumulating the data collected by NorthConnex, can not only help the project , but also assist 
future projects, in making design decisions , based on the ecosystem available. Although it may take 
years before NSW’s woodlands can be analysed, this can be seen as a step in the right direction.  
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The Case study from New Zealand provides almost the same lessons as from USA. While there are no 
multipliers that were presented in the Waikatea and Kate Valley projects, the court was an 
authoritative figure that safeguarded the biodiversity projects. The court also pointed out no go 
zones and determined if the project was viable. While the OEH in NSW plays a similar role, it doesn’t 
show the same abilities as that of the environmental court.  It has been regularly noted that 
authorities need to ensure that compensation takes place. Organizations such as the USFWS were 
unsure of such roles which led to losses in projects.  Thus, NSW should create institutions that look 
into offset plans with a higher level of detail 
Apart from the fact that known risks affect offset programs, there is the problem of biodiversity 
offset being viewed as a license to trash nature (Villarroya, Barros and Kiesecker 2014).  This means 
that the policymakers and other stakeholders have to prove that offsets are effective and can be 
seen as a useful method of environmental conservation. The Victorian government has incorporated 
a credit trading system, that would help reduce the trouble developers have in finding offsets  was 
used to model risk (Environment Defenders Office 2013). Using a risk based approach NSW can also 
identify low risk, medium risk and high risk areas in order to determine sections, where more 
rigorous regulations can be implemented. NSW can also asses the performance of Victoria’s trading 
system to learn from their mistakes. Assessing other trading systems can also help the state with 
finding a solution to the problem of matching credits with ecosystem types. 
The progress of the Woodlands project can also help inform policies that lead to better outcomes.  
Policies dealing with monitoring and reporting standards can help decrease the risk that come with 
weak standards. In the US, the National Research Council (NRC) has played an active role in 
improving its government’s policies and decision making. In addition, the council acquires and 
distributes knowledge to the public through the process of independent assessments that are 
related to government actions and polices. By doing so it ensured that polices have a positive impact 
on the people. Criticism by the NRC has motivated the Woodlands project to improve its record 
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keeping (Poulton 2014).  Hence, NSW should aim at empowering research institutions in the state in 
order to challenge policies set by the government.  Such institutions should not only substantiate the 
viability of a project, but also aim to closely monitor the policies of the current projects in order to 
promote a healthy risk practice. 
Biodiversity can also be used to address issues of risk as well as uncertainty. Although both issues 
are addressed together, there is a difference between them (Goncalves, Marques and Soares, 2015). 
Uncertainty, refers to a situation where future outcomes may remain unknown whereas, risk refers 
to a situation that presents a certain danger or loss.  Increasing the number of biobanks in NSW can 
help more developers to reduce transactional costs and also assist in improving valuation 
techniques. With an increase in number of biobanks that offer a variety of credits, developers will 
not have to worry about paying too much for rare credits. 
In order to ensure that offsets last for long, NSW needs to plan carefully on uncertain events that 
may occur, such as changes in the environment. To ensure that time lags do not result in temporal 
loss, the state needs to keep track of biodiversity projects to ensure that they meet the required 
time frames. The case study of the Mojave Desert argues that to account for changes in 
environment, offsets should consider areas that will be ‘resistant’ to changes in the environment 
(Kreitler, et al. 2015).  Making use of higher multipliers based on strong principles can also help 
ensure the longevity of the project. 
Lessons from Longevity and Time lag 
Most countries and states, such as WA, set specific timeframes to deal with the issue of time lag 
(Chevron 2014). The Wheatstone Project in Western Australia has been subjected to several rigorous 
conditions in order to gain acceptance. NSW can adopt a similar approach where the developer is 
expected to provide annual reports and audits that are supported by indicators and milestones. This 
list of milestones can then be evaluated and assessed by relevant authorities using an agreed set of 
indicators.  Using this technique, NSW can determine if an offset program is on track and what 
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measures can be taken to mitigate any losses. Using higher impact to compensation ratios can also 
help increase the possibility of success, and help achieve NNL. As stated earlier the NorthConnex 
project has a 1:1 ratio for their nest box offset plan. Considering the information stated above, a 
higher ratio would increase its occupancy rate from a current 60%.  
In order for biodiversity offset programs to yield positive outcomes, they must be efficient. Studying 
effective and ineffective programs may help indicate the measures that programs need to adopt in 
order to be considered effective. From the review conducted by May, Hobbs and Valentine (2016), it 
is clear that offset programs in NSW need to be  
• Compliant,  
• Must maintain accurate reporting and  
• Must have both operational plans and contingency plans. 
The regulators in NSW should ensure that plans are realistic and must make contingency plans 
mandatory. Although the information regarding science of biodiversity is easily available, some plans 
never use this information.  Thus it is suggested that, stakeholder in NSW should ensure that 
practise is backed by scientific principles. 
According to Buschke (2017), the time it takes for an offset to reach NNL depends on three factors: 
1st - The loss incurred as a result of residual impact 
2nd - the “background biodiversity trajectory” 
3rd – How efficient the offset is in counterbalancing the impact  
(Buschke 2017 , 54) 
The study further noted that offsets should consider the dynamics of the ecosystem and the 
population being compensated.  Changing the design of the offset can include any uncertainties and 
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time delays.  On top of having clear reporting guidelines, NSW can ensure that time delay is 
considered in developing the contingency plans. 
 
Lessons from Efficiency and Extent of Equivalency 
Efficiency in NSW can also be improved by increasing reliance on mitigation banking.  This is 
based on the idea that mitigation banks have larger offset areas as compared to other compensation 
methods. In USA, mitigation banks can even cover areas that are ten times larger than other 
compensation tactics (Kormos, Mead and Vinnedge 2015). Covering more area will reduce the 
transactional costs and enable more developers to get credits that were previously unavailable.  As 
the supply of mitigation banks increase, then the price is expected to reduce.  This means that in the 
future, the developers in NSW might have to pay less for credits. This will only be possible if the 
relevant authorities in NSW are willing to encourage the growth of BioBanking. This need for 
encouragement in BioBanking was very evident in the lack of offers for Biodiversity offset offers for 
NorthConnex. Promoting BioBanking increases awareness thereby increasing offset sites. 
 Quantifying equivalence will remain a challenge for NSW. This is because, currently 
there is no universal tool that can determine equivalence in every region.  If the valuation has a high 
margin of error, then achieving NNL will remain a difficult task.  The updated version of Visual_ HEA 
provided by Pioch is a step in the right direction (Pioch, et al. 2017).  An online calculator that can 
help developers to estimate the cost of products can also help ease the problem. Further 
automation and improved tool related to HEA must be developed, in order to improve reliability. 
The performance of HEA and will make the information more available to the public.  
The metrics and the currencies that are used in determining equivalence should be able to 
provide reliable figures.  Discussing all the parameters before development begins is an important 
factor that could help to determine the outcome of a project.  The 8th principle provided in the OEH 
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tells us that offsets should be agreed upon before residual impact occurs (Office of Environment and 
Heritage 2016).  A stakeholder assessment should be used to determine the;  
• Exchange mechanism 
• The discount factor and  
• Uncertainty  
This reduces the vagueness in the objectives and promotes transparency in the projects.  
Currently there are no simple methods that can be used in order to measure biodiversity 
gains and losses (Gibbons et al., 2016). In the journal by Gibbons et al, the authors develop a simple 
calculator that can be used to measure the amount of gain required to offset a loss.  Assuming that 
the actions used to remove biodiversity threats are effective, the authors concluded that NNL is 
possible (Gibbons, et al. 2016, p. 257).  The paper also acknowledges that providing offsets before 
development commences can make NNL theoretically viable. There will always be tension between 
practical and complex tools, as one makes it easy to communicate, while the other tends to be more 
accurate and precise.  
Although it is not possible to agree on a single best tool, using them is important for specific reasons. 
Valuation tools must be developed in the context of the region working on how different metrics can 
combine in order to have more accurate values. The best outcome would involve having a tool that 
is simple to use yet accurate. Even the most complex tools can be simplified by using a computer 
program, where only the parameters need be fed in the system would be able to provide reliable 
figures.  
In a survey conducted in Ghana, Spain and Denmark, it was noticed that participants lacked technical 
knowledge regarding biodiversity offsets (Bull et al, 2017). It was expected that participants had little 
or no knowledge of multiplier. This lack of knowledge can also be seen prominently in the survey 
conducted near the BioBanking site for NorthConnex, where the greatest percentage of people had 
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no idea about the issue of BioBanking. Through research it was observed that stakeholders were 
more concerned about losses than they were about the gains from the offsets. This means that NSW 
has to take up an active role in educating stakeholders on the concepts of NNL. 
Another challenge NSW is facing is the lack of data to show that offsets lead to biodiversity gains. 
This is because not enough time has passed for offsets to provide the expected results. While 
systems have been put in place, there is not enough government support in compliance, monitoring 
and data collection (Hawdon, Parham and Marsh 2015).  Moreover, in NSW the government has 
shown more interest in the economic benefits associated with Biodiversity efforts than in the 
environmental and social benefits (Hawdon, Parham and Marsh 2015, 11).  It is recommended that 
NSW government should also try to strike a balance between economic, social and environmental 
benefits if it expects biodiversity to prosper in the region. 
The research can be said to be successful in answering the question posed, of providing suggestions 
for improvements for the BioBanking scheme. This research can be set a as a base for future work 
when research is been done on bettering the biodiversity offset policies.   
Some of the setbacks, that were faced during this project include:  
• Limited interview time with NorthConnex employees, as it was difficult to get appointments, 
dur to their busy schedules. This also sometimes affected communication. 
• Not all NorthConnex information was accessible, our  privacy and confidential laws.  
• No major metrics available for review that was not confidential.    
• No major international contact was been able to be made, considering the international 
cases studies, due to the lack of time. 
If the project, or parts of the project are repeated in the future, it Is highly recommended that 
international project engineers be interviewed to maximise exposure and understanding. 
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5. Future Works and recommendations 
Loss of biodiversity will continue if economic activities do not consider the importance of 
biodiversity.  If biodiversity offsets are to be considered as alternatives, then offset programs have to 
be effective. This means that more research has to go into solving the problems that affect 
biodiversity.  As observed, in Western Australia, only 30% of offset programs have been effective 
with the rest being ineffective or showing no results at all (May, Hobbs and Valentine 2017).  If the 
trend continues, biodiversity offsets will no longer be taken seriously. Although the NorthConnex 
engineering project’s BioBanking plan is in its final stage and no major changes can be made now, it 
can definitely be used as a case study for understanding the shortfalls when practically 
implementing BioBanking at a large scale.  
Research in automation can be seen as a key area for investigation. Collecting and analysing data is a 
key component in biodiversity.  Automation needs to cut across data collection, analysis and 
monitoring. This was clearly evident, in the NorthConnex Epacris case, where the unavailability of 
data led to a financial risk. As noted, very few attempts have been made in automation.  Only 
improvements to the Visual HEA software and the credit calculator stand out.  Further, work on the 
ways in which automation can be improved, is a good topic for further research. 
The field of multipliers also needs more attention, as some studies have suggested that higher ratios 
than the ones used in previous literature need to be used.  As it stands, the previously used ratio of 
1:1 is not sufficient. As observed by Laitila et al (2014), while most ratios should be around 6.8:1, 
they mostly fall around 1.5:1.  This discrepancy calls for further action to construct practical and 
realistic multipliers. Further research on the topic, reviewing various projects on the different 
multipliers ratios used, will also be useful for NSW’s BioBanking future.  
Currently, other countries are using the experience of the USA in order to deal with uncertainties.  
While a good approach, it is important to consider that every environment is unique and is dictated 
by different dynamics.  Hence it is suggested that there is more research conducted specific to NSW. 
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Although this thesis attempts to take inspiration from various US sources, more work on the issue is 
highly advisable. 
Australia has not achieved the desired results. As a result, it looks as if developers are being given 
the opportunity to destroy natural habitats as long as they can create other elsewhere. While the 
benefits associated with this practice is widely acknowledged, the slow uptake in states such as NSW 
is concerning.  As a result, research into how citizens can embrace the practice is needed. As 
BioBanking is still a budding scheme in NSW, it has a great scope and potential. Further, research on 
the above shortfalls and also other challenges can assist the state in producing a more efficient 
BioBanking policy.   
6. Conclusion 
 This increasing loss of habitats has led to the popularity of biodiversity offsets as an answer.  
Lenders and corporations have taken interest in the practice as it can allow economic development 
and promote sustainable development at the same time.  However, this does not mean that 
developers can trash nature due to the existence of an offset. They are expected to avoid harmful 
effects before the offset can be introduced. 
As a policy, biodiversity offsets have received their fair share of criticism. Critics claim that NNL of 
biodiversity is impractical (Friends for Life, 2017). Questions have been asked about the 
effectiveness of biodiversity as a practice with evidence that biodiversity offsets achieving NNL is 
limited (Gibbons, 2017).  This mainly because biodiversity is marred with uncertainties, risk and 
other challenges, hence only few mistakes can be avoided without effective offset strategies. As 
NSW continues to work with one of its major engineering projects, only time will tell if Northconnex 
will successfully be able to implement its offset program. 
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Although NSW’s latest engineering infrastructure project is in coordination with the current 
BioBanking legislation, a scope of improvement is evident. Many observations have been made 
where improvements to the offset plan can assist in guaranteeing the success of the offset plan. 
Despite the potential for biodiversity offsets have to lead to sustainable benefits, various problems 
have frustrated stakeholders.  Uncertainty is one of the main reasons for criticism.  There is no 
guarantee that using offsets is an effective method of saving habitats.  Theoretically, the underlying 
principles are sound that the developer compensates for the harmful impact they have on habitats. 
The problem arises when principles have to be put into practice. A key step stakeholders can make is 
to determine when and when not to use offsets to understand that actions have to be guided by the 
best practice. 
Having strong authorities and solid BioBanking is a step in the right direction. It will help the scheme 
to become better at solving the problem of risk.  Longevity and time lag is also another reason why 
biodiversity offsets have been criticised. Incorporating strict time frames and accounting for changes 
in the environment can help practitioners have better outcomes. This lesson can be taken from the 
NorthConnex case study where the 18-year time frame is not perfectly backed by scientific evidence. 
For an offset to be effective, its underlying processes have to be efficient. This means that the 
project must keep accurate records, have detailed plans and have contingency plans if things do not 
go as planned.  Offset programs need to have realistic and measurable goals if they are to be 
effective. The final problem effecting biodiversity offsets is measuring equivalency, as there is a lack 
of universal tools to measure it.  This also calls for plans prior to development of the land. 
 NSW can learn a lot from case studies provided in the review.  Using a set of 13 principles, 
the State has outlined a strategy to improve biodiversity efforts. Policymakers also have an 
intimidating task to promote practices such as BioBanking in NSW, as even with its benefits, the 
citizens are unwilling to take up the practice in order to cope with risk and uncertainty. Overall, it 
can be said that the thesis was successful in answering the question posed by providing suggestions 
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for improvement to the NSW BioBanking system.  Research institutions also have a wider role to 
play. Apart from tackling theory, research institutes have a fundamental role in the policies passed 
by the relevant stakeholders. Overall we can say that the results accumulated from various research 
has been useful, and will definitely help in showing NSW the direction to look in when considering 
biodiversity offset reforms. This research also opens up platforms for further investigations that can 
be conducted, specific to certain shortfalls to add in the detailed analysis of the topic.     
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8. Appendices   
 
Bellow are the results that were collected from the survey conducted, with locals around the 
construction site in Hornsby. This was done in order to gain better understanding about the issue of 
uncertainty. This survey helped us understand the awareness, about the biobanking program in the 
local community. 
Result People agree 
Agree 7 
Disagree  6 
Neither agree or disagree  11 
 Table 2: Uncertainty survey result 
 
  
Bellow is a flow diagram talking about how a biobanking trust is formed and the processes and 
stages it has to goes through. It also shows us how a biobank site owner interacts with the managing 
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Figure 5: Time limits to acquire Trust Fund 
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